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Who We Are?

Headquartered in Ahmedabad, India, The Gemini is a leading Global Enterprise Software Provider with a

reputation for Innovative Products and Outstanding Services. The company provides enterprise software solutions

to multiple verticals, including Healthcare, Education, Corporate Houses, Public sector and more.

Our experienced staff of professionals has worked with a wide array of platforms, languages, and tools in the

course of our various projects. The Gemini Solutions, a leading Healthcare and Education software products

provider, distributes and supports worldwide. The Gemini operations and distribution & support network for

software products and solutions are spread across India & Asia, UK and US.
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Building on 20 years of EHR development, The Gemini

IVF HIMS has simple and intuitive design. From

resource-based appointments to cycle management

to Cryo preservation and in-house labs, The Gemini

IVF HIMS does it all. The Gemini IVF HIMS is flexible

and easy to customize to your unique style of practice,

and our excellent live support is available by phone

and chat. We continuously develop convenient and

effective tools to simplify the process of clinical

documentation, increase staff productivity, and

provide real-time delivery of patient information

throughout all areas of the clinic. The Gemini IVF

HIMS empowers practices to maintain an optimal

workflow, offers the ability to automate operations,

and ultimately increases revenue while meeting

patient demands and delivering the best possible

care.



FEATURES:

Support
We are always here to help and will 

ensure that any query that you may have 

is answered lightening quick.

Time saving
Time saved is time gained. Our tried 

and tested workflow insures that you 

can get work done in a jiffy.

Pricing
Our various pricing models give you a 

chance to choose the model that suits your 

needs. Our well-thought out pricing also 

ensures that you get the most out of the 

money you pay.

Module Oriented
Our various modules ensure that there 

is no time wasted on irrelevant 

traversing.

User Friendly
Our designers have paid great 

attention to detail which makes the 

software a delight to work on.

Reports and Analytics
Get detailed reports for in-depth 

analytics. Our clear cut reporting will 

ensure that you get a comprehensive view 

of your practice. 



BENEFITS

CustomizeYour Software
Your clinic is unique. Although all IVF clinics

share the same mission, no two clinics are the

same. Routines and procedures differ, and big

clinics differ from small ones. In order to

provide a software that fulfills the unique

needs of your clinic, we have created a highly

flexible and customizable software.

Statistics and Reports
The statistics/report function helps you to

extract any data for statistical analysis or set

up a customized data report. Report templates

are built and used to create grouped reports,

ready to export to Excel.

Commit to Quality
The Gemini IVF HIMS helps you to identify

areas for improving treatment results and

prevent mistakes. With several supporting

system components, you can monitor and

administer clinic routines and identify areas

for improving treatment results and help

prevent mistakes.
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